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Ground as well as excited state non-linear optical properties of one-dimensional Mott-Hubbard
insulators are discussed in details. One dimensional strongly correlated matterials are predicted to
have several orders-of-magnitude larger excited state optical non-linearities in comparision to that
from the ground state. Unlike π-conjugated polymers and other classes of one dimensional systems,
strongly correlated matterials like Sr2 CuO3 , halogen bridged N i compounds etc. have excited oneand two-photon allowed states almost energetically degenerate which leads to order(s)-of-magnitude
larger dipole coupling between them in comparision to that between the ground and optical state.
This causes several orders-of-magnitude enhancement in the optical non-linearities obtained from
the first two-photon state in the wavelength region suitable for terahertz communications. Our results and conclusions are based on exact numerical calculations of extended Hubbard model suitable
strongly correlated systems. We argue based on theoretical as well as available experimental data
that one-dimensional cuprates would be good source of terahertz radiation, to be experimentally
verified. We also discuss in detail ground state non-linear properties like third-harmonic generation,
two-photon absorption, electro-absorption from the theoretical model and compare with experiments. Theoretical calculations of excited state nonlinearites of some π-conjugated polymers are
also presented for comparision.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 78.20Bh, 78.47.+p,42.65.-k

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electron-electron correlation in condensed matter systems exhibited a large number of wonders like superconductivity, magnetism, giant magneto resistense and
many others [1] ; enhanced optical non-linearity is also
proved to be the manifestations of strong coulomb repulsion among conducting electrons together with quantum confinement [2–5]. Research on nonlinear optics of
strongly correlated one dimensional systems were originated from [2, 3], both of which principly showed the occurrence of nearly degenerate one- and two-photon states
due to strong coulomb correlation. These nearly degenerate one- and two-photon states are also strongly dipole
coupled. This was also the reason for strong optical nolinearity obtained through two photon absorption (TPA),
electroreflectance spectra of these compounds, and analysed theoretically. Spin-charge separation on Sr2 CuO3
system [4, 6–8], joint influence of charge transfer gap
and on-site [5] repulsion was emphasised. Potential of
Sr2 CuO3 single crystals as a non-linear optical material
for all optical switching devices was pointed out [9]. Similarly for Halogen-bridged Nickel chain compounds ultrafast optical switching to a metallic state by photoinduced Mott- transition was reported [10]. Further important developments like evidence of two types of charge
transfer excitations in Sr2 CuO3 was found from electron
energy-loss spectroscopy analysis [11]. Higher dimen-
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sional counter parts of these materials (e.g, Sr2 CuO2 Cl2 )
are found to have an order of magnitude lower optical
non-linearity [12, 14, 21]. Even then such stimulating
science and application research in one-dimension has
also lead to the study of non-linear optical properties in
higher dimensional Mott-Hubbard systems [13] too. Furthermore, femtosecond spectroscopic studies in quasi-two
dimensional cuprates [13] revealed strong role played by
magnetic excitations in ultrafast non-radiative relaxation
processes, which is related to the large Heissenberg exchanges in cuprates.
Subsequently, large third-order optical non-linearity in
one dimensional Cu − O chain systems like Sr2 CuO3 ,
Ca2 CuO3 were investigated by third harmonic generation (THG) spectroscopy [15], some of these results were
reconfirmed by A. Maeda et al., [16] by Z-scan technique
and by M. Ono et al., [17] alongwith detailed studies
on Ni-Halogen chain compounds. There are some discrepencies in these studies too which we discuss later.
One dominant one photon peak at ωA = 0.61 eV, a two
photon resonant peak ωB = 0.87 eV were observed together with an oscillatory structure at ωC ∼ 2 × ωB and
ωA ≃ 2ωB /3, in case of Sr2 CuO3 . Thus the one-photon
state is at energy 0.61 × 3 = 1.83 eV whereas the twophoton state at 0.87 × 2 = 1.74 eV —- the two-photon
state is below the one-photon state. This observation
is contrary to the other earlier studies, the two-photon
state is above the one-photon state [2, 3]. We shall show
that this energy ordering of low enery excited states is
extremely significant for photoinduced absorption (PA),
excited state optical nonlinearities etc. Furthermore, determination of locations of one- and two-photon states
obtained in [3] by three-level system fitting procedure
seems to be doubtfull because we shall show that the
concerned two-photon state corresponds to the dip of the
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Im χ(3) (−ω; 0, 0, ω). On the contrary, locations of twophoton states in [3, 17] appears to be away from the dip
of Im χ(3) (−ω; 0, 0, ω). This would lead to the fact that
the energy difference between the one- and two-photon
states would be even smaller than predicted and might
be reversed ordered as well similar to the observation in
[15]. These would further shed light on the mechanism
of gigantic non-linearities in these materials.
In this paper, one of our prime interests are theoretical prediction of huge excited state optical non-linearities
compared to that from the ground state in these classes
of materials. Here first, we theoretically demonstrate the
observed THG spectrum and that the oscillatory structure at ωC is another higher energy two-photon state
which can be verified experimentally. We also present
TPA, EA, PA theoretically and compare with available
experimental data. These results of ground state nonlinear as well as linear properties compare excellently well
with experiments. Then we consider the case of thirdorder nonlinear optical susceptibilities from an excited
state rather than the ground state to predict a general enhancement [18] in 1-d Mott-Hubbard insulators. We predict from our theoretical calculation that these classes of
matterials would have several orders-of-magnitude larger
excited state optical non-linearities (e.g, excited stateTHG, -TPA, -EA) compared to that from the ground
state. We emphasis this is an artifect of strongly correlated nature of these systems — π-conjugated polymers can also have about two orders of magnitude larger
excited state optical non-linearity compared to that of
the ground state. So far it was well known that πconjugated organic molecules and polymer systems are of
interest due to the delocalized π-electron systems which
give rise to large values of χ(3) but one dimensional MottHubbard systems on the contrary are not so delocalized
but dominated by electron-electron repulsion. Furthermore, choice of large optical non-linear medium depends
not only on the ground state but also the excited states
matter [20]. Nonlinear optical materials with large thirdorder nonlinear susceptibilities, fast response time, low
loss and operability at room temperature are indispensable for next generation all-optical switching, computing
devices, because the magnitude of this quantity strongly
influences on the instrument performance. One of the pioneering experimental demonstartion of excited state enhancement of optical nonlinearities was by Rodenberger
et al., in linear conjugated molecules [18] showing around
two orders of magnitude enhancement in non-linearity.
50 to 160 fold increase in third order non-linearity was
also observed in bacteriochlorophylls [19]. However, there
are no studies yet on excited state non-linearites on one
dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators (as mentioned earlier) and given earlier experimental demonstrations in πconjugated organic molecules [18, 19] we hope experimental verification of our theoretical predictions will also be
possible. We also predict that atleast one dimensional
Cu-O chain systems may be used as a source for terahertz radiation (Thz) source. This is because the lowest

2-ph electronic state is below 1-ph state and energetically
degenerate.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
II we describe a short method of numerical calculation
of extended Hubbard model suitable for Mott-Hubbard
systems. In section III we present detailed results of
ground state linear as well as non-linear optical properties. In section IV excited state non-linear properties
are discussed and its general enhancement mechanism. A
short discussion on phenyl based π-conjugated polymers
are also presented in this section. Detailed summary of
all results and conclusions are drawn in the V-th section.
II.

THEORETICAL MODEL CALCULATION

One of the most widely used theoretical model for
studying strongly correlated electron system is known as
Hubbard model. One dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators that we are concerned about are Sr2 CuO3 , Ca2 CuO3
and [Ni(chxn)2 X]Y2 where X ≡Halogen (like Cl, Br etc.),
chxn ≡ cylohexanediamine) and Y ≡ counter ion like
Cl, Br, NO3 . One dimensional Cu − O chains are composed of CuO4 quadrilateral structures with shared corner oxygens, in which the Cu ion is divalent (spin quantum number S = 1/2) and one unpaired electron exists
in the overlap of the px ,py orbitals of O and the dx2 −y2
orbitals of Cu. Because of large on-site Coulomb repulsion energy Ucu (described below) acting on Cu ions, the
Mott-Hubbard gap is opened in the Cu 3dx2 −y2 band.
The occupied O 2p band is located between the Cu 3d
upper Hubbard band and Cu 3d lower Hubbard band.
Similarly, in case of halogen bridged Ni-Hallides, N i3+
ions and X − are arranged alternately along the chain
axis, forming purely 1D electronic state composed of the
pz orbitals of X and the dz2 orbitals of the Ni. Four N
atoms of amino groups in two chxn molecules coordinate
a N i3+ ion in a plane normal to the chain axis, and produce a strong ligand field. A N i3+ ion is therefore in a
low-spin state (d7 ; S = 1/2) and one unpaired electron
exists in the dz2 orbital. Thus both the cuprates as well
as the hallogen bridged Ni compounds described above
are one dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators (involving
two different kinds of bands Cu(Ni)-3dx2 −y2 (3dz2 ) and
O(X)-2px,y (2pz ). Therefore, we use two band extended
Hubbard model corresponding to Cu -3dx2 −y2 (Ni - 3dz2 )
and O- px,y (X − pz ) as below.
H =

X

tij (c†iσ cjσ + h.c) +

iσ

<ij>,σ

+

X
i

Ui ni↑ ni↓ +

X
(−1)i ǫni

X

V ni ni+1

(1)

i

The first term of the above equation represents hopping
probablity between Cu(Ni) and O(X) sites, the 2nd term
the on-site energies of the Cu(Ni) and O(X) and thereby
defining the charge transfer energy 2ǫ = ǫO(X) − ǫCu(N i) .
The third term represents the most dominant term in the
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Hamiltonian known as onsite coulomb repulsion, the energy felt by two electrons occupying the same Cu (Ni) -3d
or O (X)- p orbital with opposite spin. The fourth term
is known as intersite coulomb repulsion (V), repulsive energy felt by two electrons occupying the neighbouring Cu
(Ni) and O (X) sites. We solve this Hamiltonian exactly
numerically for a ring of 12 sites containing 6 Cu (Ni)
and 6 O (X) sites. Within wide existing literatures for
oxides we studied extensively for various combinations of
a set of parameter values |t| = 0.75 – 1.4 eV, UCu(N i)
=10 – 8 eV, UO(X) = 6 – 4 eV, ǫ = 0.5 – 2.0 eV, V = 0.5
– 3 eV that satifies the well known value of the exchange
integral J ∼ 2300 − 2800K [21] suitable for cuprates as
well as Ni-Hallides.
The technique used here is an exact diagonalization
method using second quantized valence bond (VB) technique originally developed by Mazumdar et al., [22] and
later by Ramasesha et al., [23]. We follow the same notations of dixit and Mazumdar [22]. We describe briefly on
the same for smaller system size that can also be solved
exactly analytically. Imagine a ring of Cu-O-Cu-O in
which odd- (even-) sites correspond to Cu (O) respectively. For a 4-site ring problem following configurations
are posible
 even-parity subspace.
 in the
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actually repwhere the configurations |φ >≡
3 4
resents occupations in various sites (1,2..) respectively.
Thus one can solve the Hamiltonian in the respective
subspace using the ansatz Ψ†± Ĥ± Ψ± where —Ψ± >=
| φ1± φ2± φ3± φ4± φ5± >. The actual P
wavefunctions in P
the ± subspace willP
be given by, ψ1 = P ai± φi± ,
ψ2 =P bi± φi± , ψ1 =
ci± φi± , ψ1 =
di± φi± ,
ψ1 =
ei± φi± where ai , bi , ci , di , ei denotes eigen functions of the Ĥ in the respective sub-spaces. Dipolemo-

ments can be calculated then between ± subspaces to
study optical properties. Note that the configurations
in the +ve subspace is connected by the current operaP
tor ĵ ∝ itane/~ l (c†l+1 cl − c†l cl+1 ) to the -ve subspace
configurations, where ‘a’ and ‘e’ are lattice constant and
electronic charge. On the other hand, configurations of
the +ve subspace can be reached by operating the current
operator twice on the ground state |φ1+ >. Results presented in the next section is for 12-site exact numerical
solutions of Hamiltonian (1) based on the above mentioned procedure.

III. CALCULATION OF LINEAR AND
NON-LINEAR OPTICAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES OF
1-D MOTT-INSULATORS

The electric field E of the incident light induces the
dielectric polarization Pind in a material, which is described by a power series
P of nonlinear optical susceptibility χ(n) : P ind = ǫ0 n=1,2,3,4,5.. (χ(n) E n ). The linear
susceptibility χ(1) is given by,
(1)

χjk (−ω; ω)
=

µk0b µjb0
µj0b µkb0
1 e2 X
+
}
{
ǫ0 N ~
Eb − iΓb − ω Eb + iΓb + ω

(2)

b

where N is the system size, ǫ0 is the dielectric constant, j
and k are the polarization directions, eµ0b is the dipolemoment between the ground state and the 1-photon allowed odd parity state, Eb , Γb are energies of the 1-photon
states measured from the ground state and the damping
factor respectively. Due to prototype one dimensional
and centrosymmetric nature of Cu-O (Ni-X) network,
the next higher order optical susceptibilities χ(2) will be
vanishingly small in these systems. The third order susceptibilities will be the lowest observable nonlinearities
of interest and are expressed as [24],
(3)

χjklm (−ωσ ; ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ) =

1 e4 X
P
ǫ0 N 3!~

a,b,c

µj0b µkba µlac µm
c0
(Eb − iΓb − ωσ )(Ea − iΓa − ω2 − ω3 )(Ec − iΓc − ω3 )

(3)

where ωσ = ω1 + ω2 + ω3 , a and c denote even (twophoton allowed) and odd (one-photon allowed) states
respectively, P represents permutations on the sums
(j, ω1 ), (k, ω2 ), (l, ω3 ) and (m, ωσ ). In the present study
i = j = k = l =x is fixed, setting all the polarization directions the same along chains (Cu-O or Ni-X
axis). The formal expression of the non-linear susceptibility relevant to THG studies is obtained by considering

Similarly, the formal expression of the non-linear susceptibility relevant to TPA studies can be obtained by
setting ω1 = −ω and ω2 = ω3 = ω as,
(3)

χT P A (−ω; −ω, ω, ω) =
X

a,b,c

1 e4
ǫ0 N 3!~

µj0b µkba µlac µm
c0
(5)
(Eb − iΓb − ω)(Ea − iΓa − 2ω)(Ec − iΓc − ω)

We also study non-linear susceptibility relevant to
Electro Absorption (EA) or d.c. kerr effect by setting
ω1 = ω2 = 0 and ω3 = −ω,
(3)

χEA (−ω; 0, 0, ω) =
X

a,b,c

1 e4
ǫ0 N 3!~
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c0
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(3)

Im χ
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(4)
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The triple sum in χ (−3ω; ω, ω, ω) is over all possible
even and odd parity states and all the energies are with
respect to the ground state. We calculated 300 excited
states, 150 each for even and odd parity states of the
model Hamiltonian (1) and compute 150 × 150 = 22500
dipolemoments among them to evaluate various nonlinear optical properties like THG, TPA etc. through
the above mentioned formula. Before we talk about excited state non-linearities it is imperative to compare the
available experimental data on THG, TPA and EA with
our theoretical calculation.

IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A.

FIG. 1: Third order susceptibility of one-dimensional MottHubbard insulators relevant to third harmonic generation.
Imaginary part of the THG susceptibility (a), real part of the
THG susceptibility (b), magnitude of the THG susceptibility
(c). Locations of ωA , ωB , ωC are very close to the experimentally observed values. The peak at ωA is a three-photon
resonant one whereas those at ωB and ωC are two-photon
resonant.

Ground state optics

In this subsection our main aim is to provide conclusive evidence to the fact that there exists a higher energy
two-photon state in the THG than the two-photon state
close to the first one-photon state. In order to observe
such higher energy two-photon state one should evaluate
(3)
(3)
Im χxxxx(−ω; ω, −ω, ω) instead of Im χxxxx (−ω; 0, 0, ω).
Such a higher energy two photon state may also be observable in photoinduced absorption (PA). Secondly, we
would like to demonstrate that the observed intensity
dependent refractive index (n2 ) is reproduced excellently
well within our theoretical calculations. Thirdly, we show
that the mechanism of huge optical non-linearity is same
in all the so far observed 1-d Mott-Hubbard insulator —

it can be understood within large electron correlation,
electro-negativity of lattice ions and chemical pressure.
In order to achieve our first goal of this subsection we
study in detail the nature of third order susceptibility
relevant for third harmonic generation (THG) explicit
expressions of which are given by Eqn. (4). Parameters
used in this subsection are UCu(N i) = 10.0 eV, UO(X) =
6.0 eV, tCu(N i)−O(X) = 1.0 eV, V = 0.5 eV, 2ǫ = 1.0
eV, unless specified otherwise. In Fig. 1 we have shown
nature of theoretically computed THG generation susceptibility expected from Hamiltonian (1) widely used
for describing strongly correlated electron system. The
(3)
imaginary part Im χxxxx (−3ω; ω, ω, ω) (Fig 1. (a)), Re
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(−ω;−ω,ω,ω)

(3)

χxxxx (−3ω; ω, ω, ω) (Fig. 1(b)) and the magnitude which
(3)
was
q observed experimentally [15] |χxxxx (−3ω; ω, ω, ω)| =

1.5e+06
1e+06

Im χ

5e+05
0
0

(−ω;−ω,ω,ω)

(3)

(Fig. 1 (c)) are shown in
+
Fig. 1 for comparison as a function of fundamental photon energy (in eV). It is evident from Fig. 1(a) and (b)
that where the Im part (as a function of photon energy)
rise the Re part decreases and vice-versa. This trend is
also followed in Figs. 3, 4. A look into the Eqn (4) will
lead to the fact that the THG susceptibility can have
resonances at 3ω, 2ω corresponding to the three- photon
resonant, two-photon resonant absorptions respectively
as well as in ω for two-photon resonant absorptions. The
(3)
nature of |χxxxx(−3ω; ω, ω, ω)| given in Fig. 1 (c) is explainable given that the Re and Im parts are displayed in
Figs. 1 (a) and (b). Very low intensity but broad absorption peak at ωC is shown pronounced in the inset figure
Fig. 1(c). Given that nonlinearity in the lower frequency
regime is very large the lower intensity peak at ωC would
still be observed experimentally if probed in the photon
energy region as indicated in the inset Fig. 1(c). We
point out that the first peak at ωA is a three-photon resonant one whereas the peaks at ωB and ωC correspond
to the lower and higher energy two-photon resonant absorptions respectively. In order to identify two-photon
resonant absorption peaks we exhibit third order susceptibilities relevant for two-photon absorption in figures 2
and 3.
In Fig.
2 we have plotted Im and Re parts
(3)
of χxxxx(−ω; −ω, ω, ω) whereas in Fig.
3 Im
(3)
and Re parts of χxxxx (−ω; 0, 0, ω).
The Im
(3)
χxxxx (−ω; −ω, ω, ω) signifies two-photon absorption
(3)
whereas the Re χxxxx (−ω; −ω, ω, ω) is related to the
intensity dependent refractive index of a material. All
optical switching devices conventionally uses the lightinduced change of the refractive index n2 rather than the
two-photon absorption coefficient. Since the Re and Im
(3)
parts of the χxxxx (−ω; −ω, ω, ω) are related by KramersKronig (K-K) transformation, observed strong TPA is
accompanied by large n2 can be visualized from our theoretical calculations in Fig. 2. We would like to mention
that only three experimental data points for n2 is available [9] but our theoretical results provide possible nature
of n2 as a function of entire energy range. Our results on
n2 agrees well with K-K transformed observed TPA data
; precisely indicating large values of n2 near optical fiber
communication wavelength 1.55 µm and also it is less
dispersive (see for example the dashed curve). Concen(3)
trating towards the Imχxxxx (−ω; −ω, ω, ω) the first peak
which is obviously a two-photon absorption one which is
exactly at the same photon energy as the second peak of
Fig 1 (a). This conclusively proves that the second peak
is a two-photon one in agreement with the explanation
of experimental observation [15]. In the same spirit, the
third peak of Fig 1 (c) should be a two-photon resonant
one which coincides with the dip of Fig 2 (a). In contrast,
(3)
in Fig. 3 (b) the dip of Imχxxxx (−ω; 0, 0, ω) is exactly at
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FIG. 2: Theoretical prediction of third order susceptibility
of one dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators relevant for twophoton absorption (TPA) as well as intensity dependent refractive index (n2 ). The pannel (a) represents imaginary
part of the third order susceptibility whereas (b) the real
part. Both the real and immaginary parts show peaked structure around 0.88 eV (optical fibre comunication length). The
dashed curve in (b) corresponds to the case of higher value of
linewidth parameter Γa = 0.4 eV compared to the solid line
case, Γa = 0.3 eV.

the double that of the second peak (ωB ) in Fig. 1 (a) in
accordance with the experimental observations (see for
example Fig. 2(e), (f) of [15]). Thus in order to observe
the higher energy two photon state one should measure
(3)
the Imχxxxx (−ω; −ω, ω, ω) and a signature of the higher
energy peak is perhaps already there in the experimental
observation (see for example Fig. 1(c) of [15]).
(3)

The Im χxxxx(−ω, 0, 0, ω) is related to electro absorption (EA). A look to the expression in Eqn. (6) indicates
that it would show two-photon resonant states with resonance to ω. Thus the dip in Fig. 3 (b) actually cor-
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FIG. 3: Nature of real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of third
(3)
order susceptibility χxxxx (−ω, 0, 0, ω) in arbitrary units as
a function of fundamental photon energy (in eV). The Im
(3)
χxxxx (−ω, 0, 0, ω) is related to electro absorption (EA). The
dip at around 1.77 eV in the EA spectra corresponds to the
two-photon resonant peak seen at ωB in the THG spectra.

responds to the second peak of Fig 1. (c). The Im
(3)
χxxxx (−ω, 0, 0, ω) thus possibly cannot probe such higher
energy peak at ωc . Essence of all these results are summarized in Fig. 4 for convenience.
In Figure 4 (a) the magnitude of the THG susceptibility in arbritary units is obtained as a function of fundamental photon energy. The first peak at ωA corresponds
to the three photon resonant optical state whereas the
second peak at ωB corresponds to the two photon absorption peak which is slightly higher in energy than the
optical state. There is a broad higher energy two photon
resonant peak at ωC and as per the experimental findings
[15] we exactly find ωA ≃ 2ωB /3, ωC ≃ 2ωB relationship. This is due to the fact that the two-photon resonant
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FIG. 4: Theoretical predictions of THG (a), TPA (b), EA
(c). This figure conclusively proves that the third peak at
ωc is a two-photon resonant one which could be seen in the
TPA spectra (b). The same should be observed in other one
dimensional Mott-Hubbard systems as well.

states appear at a frequency equal to half the fundamental frequency whereas the three photon resonant ones at
one third that of fundamental frequency. Thus the above
relationship between ωA and ωB exists simply because of
the fact that the first one- and two-photon state almost
energetically degenerate. This does not hold in case of
Ca2 CuO3 because the two-photon state is about 0.3 eV
lower in energy than the one-photon state. This is precisely the reason as to why ωdip does not coincide with
ωpeak (see Fig. 3 of [15]) in case of Ca2 CuO3 .
In Figure 4 (b) we plot imaginary part of the third
(3)
order susceptibility Im χxxxx (−ω; ω, −ω, ω) relevant for
two photon absorption. The broad peak at ωB in Fig.
4(a) appears exactly at the first peak of Fig. 4(b). This
conclusively proves that the peak at ωB of Figure 4(a) is
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FIG. 5: Effect of lattice constant, charge transfer energy in
isostructural one dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators. For
same values of on-site coulomb repulsions, in Fig (a) ǫ = 1.0,
V = t = 1 eV ; in Fig (b) ǫ = 0.5 eV, V = t = 1
eV ; and in Fig (c) ǫ = 0.5eV = V t = 0.75 eV in order
to simulate situation from Sr2 CuO3 to [Ni(chxn)2 Cl]Cl2 to
[Ni(chxn)2 Br]Br2 .

the two photon resonant one as it appears at the same
wavelength in Fig 4 (b) too. Similarly the broad peak at
ωC of Figure 4 (a) appears exactly at the dip frequency
(3)
ωc of Im χxxxx(−ω; ω, −ω, ω) shown in Fig. 4(b). Thus
the peak at ωC of Figure 4 (a) is also a higher energy two
photon resonant absorption one [15]. We invite experimental measurements on Sr2 CuO3 , Ca2 CuO3 , Ni-Halide
(3)
compounds of Im χxxxx (−ω; ω, −ω, ω) in order to verify
the occurrence of higher energy even parity state.
Experimental studies on EA of one-dimensional MottHubbard insulators are available in [3, 15] while the
former deals with Sr2 CuO3 and Ca2 CuO3 compounds,
the later deals with Halogen bridged Ni-hallides e.g.,
[Ni(chxn)2 Cl]Cl2 , [Ni(chxn)2 Br]Br2 etc.
In case of
cuprates [3] only difference between the two isostruc-

tural compounds is the lattice constant which is smaller
in case of Ca2 CuO3 . This can lead to larger values
of overlap between Cu-O (tCu−O ) as well as intersite
electron-electron repulsion (V). Considering the case of
the two Ni-hallide compounds mentioned above, they
have difference in electro-negativity of differnet hallides
(Cl, Br) as well as difference in lattice constants [32].
Average bond distances Ni-X are different for different X
(dN i−Cl < dN i−Br ). Thus, the value of ǫ may be slightly
larger in case of Cl and so the value of tN i−Cl compared
to that for X=Br. The value of V should also modify
accordingly (larger dN i−X smaller V). In fig. 5 we keep
the values of on-site coulomb repulsions fixed for all the
three cases presented (a to c) whereas the values of t, V
and ǫ s are as indicated in the respective figures. More
than an order-of-magnitude enhancement in the values of
(3)
χEA (−ω; 0, 0, ω) is found (from Fig. 5 (a) to (c)). There
is also reduction in the optical gap (from Fig. 5 (a) to
(c)) in accordence with the experimental observation (see
for example Fig. 2 of [3]). We find our results are in excellent agreement with the already observed data. For
example, reduction in ǫ is not only sensitive to the optical gap but also enhances the nonlinearity (case of Fig.
5(a) to (b)). In case of bromide the lattice constant is
also larger compared to the chloride which manifests in
lower values of t as well as V. Although we have kept
value of ǫ fixed in Fig 5 (b) and (c) the optical gap is
reduced further to around 1.4 eV. It is conceiveable that
with slightly lowering the value of ǫ will reproduce the
experimental optical gap 1.32 eV. We have not changed
the value of ǫ in Fig 5 (b) and (c) purposefully because
the effect of change in ǫ is already understood in Fig 5
(a)-(b) and the effect of ‘t’ to be understood. We notice
that optical gap is more sensitive to the value of t than
ǫ because the
√ charge transfer energy ECT is given by,
ECT = ǫ + ǫ2 + 2t2 . A close look to the tables I and
II would indicate that the optical gap is insensitive to
the values of U’s. In correlated systems like this values
of t gets renormalized [33] by electron correlation and if
one uses the renormalized values of t the optical gaps obtained through exact diagonalization are reproducible via
the above mentioned formula of ECT . We would further
like to mention that same values of U s, V are found to
fit the valance-band photoemission spectra of both the
Sr2 CuO3 and Ca2 CuO3 compounds, except the charge
transfer energy — a reduced value of charge transfer energy in case of Sr2 CuO3 [45]. This also clearly suggests
lower value of ‘t’ in case of Sr2 CuO3 . A further explanation to such large non-linearity may also be understood
as follows. The main term dominating the spectral shape
(3)
of χxxxx (−ω; 0, 0, ω) may be expressed as,
χ(3)
xxxx (−ω; 0, 0, ω) ∝
µ01 µ12 µ21 µ10
(E1 − iΓb − ω)(E2 − iΓa − 2ω)(E1 − iΓb − ω)

(7)

Here indices 0,1 and 2 represents respectively the ground
state, one-photon allowed and two-photon allowed states.
In Tables -I, II we thus tabulate the optical gap (OG) and
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the product µ01 µ12 for various parameters. With the
discussions above and detailed tables we believe mechanism of optical nonlinearities is same in all the discussed 1-d Mott-Hubbard insulators and can be understood within the extended Hubbard model. Furthermore,
the linewidth parameters play a strong role too, which is
smallest in case of Ni-Br compounds and largest in case
Ca2 CuO3 .
In the strong correlation limit the ground state comprises of a state that contains each Cu site occupied
in antiferromagnetic fashion. The lowest possible excitations are that the Cu spin moves to the left or/and
right neighbouring O. The lowest one photon and two
photon state comprises of the odd (−), even (+) combination of the above mentioned excitations which are
called as odd and even charge transfer (CT) states respectively. Due to strongly correlated nature of wave
functions both these states are energetically almost degenerate and this can cause very strong dipole coupling
between these even and odd CT states. We come back
to this point again later and show that this is the cause
for gigantic enhancement in excited state nonlinearity in
these classes of matterials. There are higher energy excitations in which two/three of the Cu spins move to its
neighbouring O. Also excitations like one of the Cu spin
moves to its neighbouring O together with the neighbouring Cu spin occupies the earlier Cu (spin of which moved
to the neighbouring O). The eigen state of the higher energy two photon state seen at ωC is quite complicated but
is a even and almost equal combinations of all the excitations mentioned above. The photoexcitation process
in band insulators creats an electron-hole pair bound by
their attractive coulomb interaction (Mott-Wannier exciton). The pair gives a series of bound states with odd
and even parities below the gap. This is the case of silicon polymers, pt-halides, where the odd and even parity
excited states are separated by energy gap as large as 1
eV which is unfavourable for large dipole moment (as it
is inversely proportional to the energy difference between
the pair of states). In contrast, one dimensional undoped
Mott-Hubbard insulators are one hole per (Cu/Ni) site in
which the ground state is antiferromagnetically ordered.
In the charge excitation, the Cu hole can move to either
of its left and right O, odd (-) and even (+) combination of which forms the optical state and the first two
photon state respectively. Due to strong electron correlations present in these systems, the odd and even parity
charge transfer states are nearly energetically degenerate
and have strong dipolemoment. (Also the Cu spin can
move back to it from the O with its spin flipped giving
rise to spin excitation or ‘spinon’ which are gapless and
arise close in energy to the ground state, they are optically silent (see for example [31]). Thus combined effect
of confinement (one dimensionality), strong Coulomb repulsion alongwith charge transfer are responsible for huge
optical nonlinearity in low dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators. In 2-d thus one expects – –,++,–+,+– symmetries since the Cu hole can also move to up and down

oxygen. ++ has the same symmetry as the ground state.
+– and –+ are degenerate and are the optical state. The
dipole coupling between the 1-ph (+– and –+) and ++
(2-ph) state then involves only two of the four configurations. Therefore, the transition dipolemoments between
the ground and 1-ph state, as well as 1- to 2-ph state are
expected to be weaker than that for 1-d and hence the
non-linearities. Thus we confined our discussions only to
one dimensional systems.

B.

Excited state non-linear optics

So far we discussed about the ground state optical nonlinear e.g, THG, TPA, EA processes and compared our
theoretical evaluations with available experimental data.
In Fig. 6 gigantic enhancement in various third order optical susceptibilities from the first 2-photon allowed state
(and hence excited state nonlinearities) in comparision to
that from the ground state is presented (the bare values
of χ(3) at very low photon energies is of the order of 108
in arbritrary units). It should be noted that the ground
state optical nonlinearites in one dimensional strongly
correlated systems are already quite large [2, 3, 9, 15]
compared to other low dimensional materials. Therefore,
enhancement in excited state non-linearities of the order
of eight orders-of-magnitude is really remarkable. We
present below a theoretical enhancement mechanism for
third order nonlinear processes originating from real population of electronic excited states in strongly correlated
systems. In experiments, an electronic excited state (the
lowest 2-photon state in the present case) can be generated by using laser pulse at certain wavelength and then
populated for time long enough to permit nonresonant
measurements. Principle reasons for the enhancement of
the nonlinearity from the excited state are as below. The
transition energy between the first optical state and the
two photon (2Ag ) state is the smallest whereas the dipole
moment between them is the strongest. Physical reason
for the same are discussed in the earlier subsection. Here
we would like to comment on the fact that the experimental determination of the energy difference between 1and 2-photon states could be even smaller. This is because of the following reasons. We have provided ample
evidences from theoretical as well as experimental studies
(3)
[3] that the dip in the Imχxxxx (−ω; 0, 0, ω) corresponds
to the location of 2-photon state whereas experimenatally (see fig 2. of [3], Fig. 8 of [17]) it is indicated quite
away from the same. Thus the energy difference between
1- and 2-photon states could be even smaller and energy
ordering could even be reversed in accordence with [15].
It is to be noted that in their three level approximation
the one-photon state is always taken below the two photon state. Although in case of cuprates they locate two
photon state below one photon state whereas the reverse
for the Ni-halides. The ratio of the dipolemoment between the optical state to the first two photon state in
comparision to that from the ground state to the optical
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(3)

TABLE I: The main contribution in χEA (−ω; 0, 0, ω) depends on the square of the product of dipolemoments between the
ground state to optical (µ01 ) and that between the optical state to the first two-photon state (µ12 ). A correlation between the
charge transfer energy, electronic correlations and non-linearity is obtained. The optical gap (OG) is found to be less sensitive
to values of UCu(Ni) or UO(x) but more sensitive to the values of ǫ and t.

ǫ
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25

UCu(Ni) = 10.0, UO(x) = 6.0
V = 1, t = 1
V = 0.5, t = 0.75
OG
µ01 µ12
OG
µ01 µ12
1.41
88
1.08
181
1.77
864
1.45
1674
2.22
125
1.91
231
2.69
59
2.38
113
3.18
41
2.78
12

TABLE II: Same as Table -I but for different values of on-site electronic correlations. For larger values of on-site electronic
correlations maximum non-linearity shifts towards lower values of optical gap.

ǫ
0.25
0.35
0.40
0.43
0.45
0.5
0.75

UCu(Ni) = 12.0, UO(x) = 6.0
V = 1, t = 1
V = 0.5, t = 0.75
OG
µ01 µ12
OG
µ01 µ12
1.42
142
1.08
273
1.55
260
1.22
2975
1.63
200
1.31
734
1.68
3178
1.35
412
1.72
731
1.39
317
1.81
246
1.47
197
2.26
51
1.93
59

state is an order of magnitude larger. The value of the
ratio can go from 50 to 500 (see also Tables) in our calculation depending on various combinations of the parameters. For example, for a combination of the parameters
(|t| = 1.0 eV, UCu(N i) =10 eV, UO(X) =6 eV, V = 1.0 eV,
a relatively large value of line width parameter Γ = 0.2
eV) are such that the ratio is around 50. This property
of the above mentioned one dimensional strongly correlated electron system is also seen experimentally (see
for example Fig. 4(b) of [3]). As we mentioned earlier,
due to strongly correlated nature of electronic states the
odd and even CT states which are the first excited one
and two photon states are almost energetically degenerate and contributes to extremely large dipole coupling
between them. If one exchanges over the positions of
odd and even parity states in equations (3 - 5) numerators of the optical excited state nonlinear susceptibility
for THG, TPA, EA can be obtained. Since this is nonresonant process denomenator may not play significant
role (except at very low frequency). The maximum contribution comes from a = c = 2 and b = 1 term of the
triple sums. Furthermore the ground state 0 should be
replaced by a = 2. As a result, first optical state nonlinearity can be enhanced as large as (50)4 compared to
that from the ground state. This is reflected in the figures 6 to 8. While Fig. 6 deals with excited state THG
susceptibilities (magnitude, real and immaginary parts),

Fig 7 and 8 deals with excited state TPA and EA susceptibilities respectively. In Fig. 6 inset figures are in
logarithimic scale whereas the same for Fig 7 and 8. 6 to
8 orders-of-magnitude enhancement in the terahertz frequency region whereas about three orders-of magnitude
enhancement in the optical fiber communication wavelength is theoretically predicted.
In general, transition energies of ~ωbS1 between the
spin state S1 and intermediate virtual one photon b
(b < 150 in our study) states are all smaller than the
transition energies of the S0 ground state excitation processes. Furthermore, many excited states with large transition dipolemoments are accessible through the populated S1 state and the Sb excited states. As it is understandable that the smaller transition energies ~ωba and
larger transition dipolemoment of µab cause individual
excitation process that make up χ(3) at the S1 state to
be larger than those of χ(3) at the ground state S0 . In
addition, there are two different channels that contribute
to the χ(3) , channel 1: S0 → Sb → S0 → Sb → S0
where Sb is an one photon allowed excited state. This
process can make negative contribution to χ(3) . Channel
2 : S0 → Sb → Sa → Sb → S0 where Sa is a two photon
allowed excited state. In contrast to χ(3) at S0 which is
dominantly channel 1 process, χ(3) at S1 is composed of
a large number of terms that not only individually larger
than those of χ(3) at S0 but also have a reduced degree of
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C.

Phenyl based π conjugated polymer

In this subsection our primary motivation is to provide explicit calculation of excited state optical nonlinearity of one of the organic systems namely PPV for direct comparision to one dimensional Mott-Hubbard systems. We study various oligomers of PPV (PPVn, n =

1

FIG. 7: Excited state enhancement of imaginary (a) and real
(b) parts of the third order susceptibility with respect to the
ground state relevant for TPA in logarithimic scale.

3,4,..,7) within a rigid band correlated π-electron model
like Pariser-Parr-Pople (P-P-P) model Hamiltonian [34],
X
X
ni↑ ni↓
tij (c†iσ cjσ + c†jσ ciσ ) + U
H =−
i

hiji,σ

+

X
i<j

cancellation effect (i.e, having same sign between channel
1 and 2 processes).

1

Reduced Photon Energy

Reduced Photon Energy

FIG. 6: Theoretical prediction of enhanced excited state nonlinearity in one dimensional Mott insulators. The pannel (a)
represents ratio of imaginary part of the THG susceptibility from the two-photon allowed state (EX) to that from the
ground state (GS). The later is the same as that presented in
Fig. 1(a). The pannel (b) represents the ratio of the real part
of the THG evaluated from the excited state to the ground
state. The pannel (c) represents the ratio of the magnitudes
of the THG as indicated in the axes labels. The inset figures
are indicative of the same as that of the main figure but in
logarithimic scale.
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Vij (ni − 1)(nj − 1)

(8)

where hiji implies nearest neighbors, c†iσ creates an electron of spin σ on the pz orbital of carbon atom i,
niσ =P
c†iσ ciσ is the number of electrons with spin σ, and
ni = σ niσ is the total number of electrons on atom i.
The parameters U and Vij are the on–site and long–range
Coulomb repulsions, respectively, while tij is the nearest neighbor one-electron hopping matrix element that
includes bond alternation and connectivity. The bond
alternation appears due to electron-phonon interaction
when treated in SSH [35] fashion. The parametrization
of the intersite Coulomb interactions is done in a manner
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FIG. 8: Excited state enhancement of real (a) and imaginary
(b) parts of the third order susceptibility with respect to the
ground state relevant for EA in logarithimic scale.

similar to the Ohno parametrization [36]
2 1/2
Vi,j = U/κ(1 + 0.6117Ri,j
)
,

is C2h . The two-photon states of the PPV oligomers belong to the Ag irreducible representation (irrep) of the
respective symmetry group, while the one-photon states
belong to the Bu irrep. The many body correlated electron calculations were achieved using the multireference
singles and doubles configuration interaction (MRSDCI)
approach, which is a powerful configuration interaction
(CI) technique [41] that has been used previously for linear chain polyenes by Tavan and Schulten [42] as well as
others [43], and by us to calculate the excited state ordering in polyphenyl- and polydiphenylacetylenes [44]. We
calculate 100 excited states including the ground state
i.e, 50 in each subspace (Ag and Bu ) and subsequently
50×50 = 2500 transition dipolemoments between them
for each oligomers of PPV are obtained to calculate various non-linear optical properties. Given that dimension
of Hamiltonian matrices are naturally rather large (of
the order of several millions) together with large numbers of dipole-moment calculations, the method is highly
accurate although extremely tidious, time and space expensive.
In Fig. 9 we show the results of ground state (a) and
excited state (b) THG susceptibility for PPV oligomer
(6-Unit). There is more than two orders of magnitude
enhancement in the excited state THG susceptibility.
The enhancement magnitude does not change much with
larger oligomer lengths. The ground state THG susceptibility shown in Fig. 9 (a) qualitatively agrees well with
observed data [44]. We would like to further mention that
similar calculations for π-conjugated polymers like transpolyacetylene (t-PA) has also been performed through
highly accurate quantum chemistry method called multireference single double configuration interaction [29, 30]
and one can expect excited state (optical) nolinearity by
about two orders of magnitude in comparision to that
from the ground state (details of which would be reported
elsewhere). Thus superiority of one dimensional MottHubbard insulators over π-conjugated organic materials
as far as excited state non-linearities are concerned is established.

(9)

where κ is a parameter which has been introduced to
account for the possible screening of the Coulomb interactions in the system [37–39]. We have examined both
the standard Ohno parameters (U = 11.13 eV, κ = 1.0),
as well as a particular combination of U and κ (U = 8.0
eV, κ = 2.0) that was found previously to be satisfactory
at a semiquantitative level for explaining the full wavelength dependent ground state absorption spectrum of
PPV [37, 38, 40], the latter set of values are used here,
more so because the former set do not reproduce the observed PA data. We took t = −2.4 eV for the C – C
bond in benzene rings, −2.2 eV for the vinylene linkage
of the PPV oligomers single bond and −2.6 eV for the
double bond. We considered PPV oligomers in their planar configurations, with the conjugation direction along
the x axis. Thus the symmetry group of PPV oligomers

V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The realization of all-optical switching, modulating
and computing devices is an important goal in modern optical technology. Nonlinear optical materials with
large third-order nonlinear susceptibilities, fast response
time, low loss and operability at room temperature are
indispensable for such devices, because the magnitude of
this quantity strongly influences on the instrument performence. Large optical nonlinearity and subpicosecond
recovery are known in organic materials [25, 26] but further improvement in sample quality and morphology is
required for actual application. The strongly correlated
one dimensional Mott insulators like Sr2 CuO3 , Ca2 CuO3
on the one hand posses large non-linearity, ultrafast recovery time comparable to organics, superior thermal
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FIG. 9: Third harmonic generation (THG) susceptibility
(a), excited state THG susceptibility (b) for poly-(paraphenylenevenylene) (PPV).

conductivity and higher damage threshold of inorganics [2, 9]. This along with such a huge enhancement in
the excited state nonlinearity would perhaps make these
materials appropriate for all optical switch devices. Until recently, the terahertz (THz = 1012 Hz) region of the
electromagnetic spectrum from about 100 GHz to 10 THz
has been almost inaccessible because of lack of efficient
sources and detectors in this THz gap. A detailed discussion of the THz sources, coherent detectors, and modulators are given in [27]. THz communication is in the
very early stages of development, with first data transmission in this frequency range recently reported [28].
The THz regime is 1T Hz = 33.3cm−1 (wavenumber) =
300µm (wavelength) = 4.1meV (in comparision optical fiber communication wavelength is 1.55 µm = 0.8
eV.). In Figs. 6–8 we have shown the excited state
enhancement in nonlinearities in the lower frequency
regime (longer wavelength) relevant for THz and intermediate frequency regime and optical fiber communica-

tions regime respectively. It is evident from the Figs. 6–8
that in the THz communication region the optical nonlinearity is several orders-of-magnitude larger – which
may not be possible to achieve from ground state. Therefore we hope that the one dimensional strongly correlated
systems like Sr2 CuO3 , Ca2 CuO3 etc. may be usable as
non-linear optical medium suitable for THz communication by actually populating the first two-photon state
sufficiently long enough time such that the system can
be operated for nonresonant nonlinear process.
We have discussed in detail the origin of gaint ground
and excited nonlinear optical properties in low dimensional Mott-Hubbard insulators. We have theoretically
demonstrated the observed THG spectrum and that the
oscillatory structure at ωC is another higher energy twophoton state which may be verified experimentally. We
also presented TPA, EA theoretically and compare with
available experimental data. These results of ground
state non-linear as well as linear properties compare excellently well with experiments. Then we considered the
case of third-order nonlinear optical susceptibilities from
an excited state rather than the ground state. We predict from our theoretical calculation that these classes of
matterials would have several orders-of-magnitude larger
excited state optical non-linearities (e.g, excited stateTHG, -TPA, -EA) compared to that from the ground
state in the THz frequency regime. Theoretically (as well
as from already known experimental data) we emphasis
this is an artifact of strongly correlated nature of these
systems — π-conjugated polymers can also have about
two orders of magnitude larger excited state optical nonlinearity compared to that of the ground state. So far it
was well known that π-conjugated organic molecules and
polymer systems are of interest due to the delocalized πelectron systems which give rise to large values of χ(3) but
one dimensional Mott-Hubbard systems on the contrary
are not so delocalized but dominated by electron-electron
repulsion. We pointed out discrepencies in earlier experimental studies as far as energy orderings of lowest 1and 2-photon states are concerned. We pointed out its
immense significance as far as excited state nonlinearities are concerned. For example, one can populate the
optical state with appropriate excitation which would be
depopulated to the lowest 2-photon state at ultrashort
time and would stay their for sufficient time because it
is dipolly forbiden to the ground state. (This seems to
the actual case for cuprates [17]). Also excited state nonlinearity dependence on the degree of population of the
concerned excited state. Since the two electronic one
and two-photon states are energetically degenerate, direct jump from the one-photon state to the lower two
photon state may be expected from the cuprates, which
would emit THz radiations. Thus cuprates could be great
THz radiation source — must be experimentally verified.
For a case study of Ca2 CuO3 negative photoinduced absorption (PA) was predicted [31]. Furthermore, choice of
large optical non-linear medium depends not only on the
ground state but also the excited states matter [20].
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Finally, we have studied and solved finite size [46] one
dimensional extended Hubbard model exactly to model
one dimensional strongly correlated systems. We showed
that the calculated THG spectrum reproduces exceptionally well the experimentally observed one. We pointed
out that there exists a higher energy two photon state
which can be experimentally verified. Most importantly
we showed that these materials would be potential candidate for next generation on chip Thz communication
for which excited state nonlinearity is essential. This
is because of unique strongly correlated nature of these
systems which makes the lowest CT one-photon and
two-photon states almost energetically overlapping and
very large dipole coupling between them. Like electronelectron correlation has modified many fundamental notions of superconductivity (e.g, High-Tc superconductivity compared to BCS), Magnetism (compared to band
magnetism), Metal-Insulator transition, application of
these materials for on chip Thz communication, all optical switiching devices would perhaps bring a new era in
optics too.
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